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This handbook documents how NSO positions are handled in Crime City Rollers.

We believe that well-trained, reliable and ambitious NSOs are essential to a good

roller derby league and hope that anyone reading this handbook finds it

inspirational as well as useful. A good NSO crew is every bit as important as a

good ref crew when running bouts, and as an NSO you should take just as much

pride in your performance as a Referee or skater does!

This guide is by no means a definitive guide to how things should be done – it

simply reflects what we have found to work well when officiating at home and

when going abroad to NSO for other leagues. If you find a way of doing things

which is better suited to your particular league, venue or NSO crew – then do

things your way. Part of being a good NSO crew is the ability to make adjustments

and be pragmatic.

While there are very few entirely universal truths regarding NSO work, one thing

needs to be emphasized: being an NSO is more about practice than theory. While

you should strive for the best possible theoretical knowledge of rules and

positions, the thing that teaches you NSO work more than anything is doing NSO

work – over and over. It is only through practice that you are able to find the

natural groove of any given position. Once you have enough experience of a

position, you will instinctively find yourself focusing on the relevant things during

a game and be able to understand the bigger picture of the game and how it

affects your role.

Another important thing is to never get too comfortable. If you feel that a

position is no longer challenging – try adding tasks! If you’re penalty tracking – try

also having sole responsibility for the inside whiteboard. Anything that improves

your ability to deal with stress and multitasking is good as an NSO and lets you

feel that you are still improving even after you have become comfortable in a

position.

This guide is continually updated and we appreciate feedback. Feel free to get in

touch at viktor.alander@gmail.com (Vickan) or offtrack5050@gmail.com (Off

Track).



The WFTDA is continually updating its Standardized Practices, which cover both

Skating and Non Skating Officials. While we naturally follow the WFTDA

Standardized Practices whenever required, we feel that there are some practices

(such as the big inside whiteboard positioned between the Pivot and Jammer line

on the inside of the track) that are not always the best solution. There are some

examples of alternate set-ups for certain positions in this guide, which may be of

interest. Where the practices described deviate from Standardized Practices, this

is noted in the text.
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JAM TIMER

Basic job description

As Jam Timer you are responsible for timing the two 30 minute periods of a bout,

ending a jam if it reaches the two minute mark, starting a new jam 30 seconds

after the last one ended, and timing Team Timeouts. Things can get hectic during

bouts and for things to function you must be able to remain calm and focused on

the task at hand while things happen around you.

Equipment

2 stopwatches

1 whistle

1 clipboard (optional)

2 pencils (one as a spare) (optional)

2 bout clock worksheets (optional)



Go over your equipment – make sure you know how to start, stop and reset your

stop watches. Check if the period clock and the scoreboard both count the same

way (up or down). If not, you will need to be able to do some on the fly

conversions to make sure the two are synchronized during the bout. Try out your

whistle and make sure you can do four short, distinct signals in quick succession

as well as a clear rolling whistle. Introduce yourself to the Head Referee and ask if

they have any special requests – you will be working closely with them during the

bout and it’s important that you communicate well with each other. For example,

it can be useful to go through how the Head Referee wants calls for Team

Timeouts handled, or if they want a heads-up at some point when the end of the

period is approaching. Agree with the Head NSO on which NSOs or Referees to

call on when you need help relaying information to the scoreboard. Agree on

hand signals for indicating time adjustments to the scoreboard (such as pointing

up or down, followed by fingers showing the number of seconds the timer should

be moved up or down).
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If using bout clock sheets, enter your name, the period number and the date. Also

fill in the names and numbers of each team’s captain and Designated Alternate. If

you are unsure, you can double check who’s got C and A respectively on their

arms during the equipment check before the game. You will use a separate sheet

for each period.



After both teams have completed their equipment checks and all Referees and

NSOs are ready, the Head Referee will signal you to start the bout and start the 30

seconds count down to the first jam of the game.

Starting jams: For the first jam of the game, wait for the Head Referee’s goahead. Position yourself between the Pivot and Jammer lines, ahead of all lined

up skaters, and in a loud, clear voice call out “Thirty seconds!” When five seconds

remain, raise your arm and call out “Five seconds!” When the time is up, blow a

short blast on your whistle and lower your arm to point at the track Pivot Line. As

soon as you have released the skaters, step back to make sure the Referees all

have a clear path past you along the inside of the track.

It can be a hassle to stop, reset and restart the jam clock at the start of each jam

while you are also pointing with one hand and blowing the whistle. Instead, you

can stop and reset the timer at the 25 second mark, when you give the teams

their five second warning, and count the last five seconds in your head or by

looking at the scoreboard. Alternatively, you can simply skip resetting the timer,

and let your jam clock run to 2:30. This makes jam starts a lot less complicated for

you, and lets you start timing each jam precisely on the whistle.

Ending jams: The jam clock is (naturally) used to time each jam, but also to time

30 seconds between jams and 60 seconds during Team Timeouts. You start the

clock on the first whistle of each jam. During the jams, position yourself on the

inside of the track, making sure not to get in the way of the Referees or the

Penalty Wrangler as they circle around you. Keep an eye on the jam clock

throughout the jam. If it reaches two minutes, blow four short blasts on the

whistle to signal the end of the jam, while doing the call-off hand signal (touching

your hands to your hips repeatedly). Repeat these four blasts two more times,

allowing the Referees to join in and signal that the jam is over. If a Jammer
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Referee calls off the jam, you should join in on the call-off whistles as the

Referees do them but do not do the call-off hand signal.

Between jams: Once the jam is over, immediately reset the jam clock. You will

now use it to time the 30 seconds until the next jam starts. As the time

approaches 25 seconds, look over to the Referees to make sure they are ready to

start the next jam. If time is running out and you see that the Officials are not

ready to start the next jam, you have the authority to call an Official Timeout

(more in this below). Assuming everything is ready to go, give the usual five

second warning and get ready to start the next jam.

The period clock: You use your period clock to keep track of when a period has

reached 30 minutes. The period clock will be started at the beginning of the first

jam of the period, and not stopped unless there is a timeout or Official Review.

Note that the final jam in a period can run past the 30 minute mark on the period

clock. Do not signal for the jam to end just because the period clock hits 30

minutes – the jam will end once the lead Jammer (or a Referee) calls it off or the

jam reaches 2 minutes, as normal.

Inevitably the time you have on your period timer and the time shown on the

scoreboard will differ. The best time to synchronize the two times is during

timeouts or other breaks in gameplay. However, during timeouts you will be stuck

on the Pivot Line signaling the timeout. As mentioned, you should agree before

the game begins on who can help you relay time adjustments to the scoreboard.

Timeouts: There are three types of timeouts: Official timeouts, Team Timeouts

and Official Reviews. Whenever a timeout starts, stop the period clock. The

period clock starts again at the start of the next jam.



Hand signals from the WFTDA official hand signals document: http://wftda.com/rules/wftda-official-hand-signals.pdf
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Official Timeouts are normally called by the Head Referee between jams (or, in

special cases, during an ongoing jam). Official Timeouts are usually called when

there are issues that need to be sorted out before the next jam can start. The

Head Referee will let you know that an Official Timeout is required. Blow four

short blasts on your whistle, stop the period clock, and go over to stand on the

middle of the Pivot Line, facing the skaters on the track. Indicate that this is an

Official Timeout by touching your fingers to your shoulders, making an O on either

side of your head (see picture above). Remain on the Pivot Line and show the

Official Timeout signal until the Head Referee indicates that they are ready to

begin. Give a rolling whistle and then move back to the middle of the track. The

Head Referee will indicate whether or not they want a full 30 second count down

or (more commonly) just a five second count down. If they opt for five seconds,

give the usual five second warning to the teams and move into position to start

the next jam.

Each team has three Team Timeouts per game and the Inside Whiteboard

Operator will help you keep track of how many timeouts each team has left to

call. Team Timeouts are requested by Captains or Designated Alternates between

jams. Team Timeouts are 60 seconds long and should start as soon as they are

requested by a team captain or Designated Alternate (identified by a C or an A on

their arms, respectively). Some Head Referees want all requests for Team

Timeouts to be confirmed by them before they are called, others are ok with you

calling the timeout as soon as you see it – as long as you know that the team has

timeouts left. Check this before the game! Once the timeout is confirmed, blow

four short blasts on your whistle, stop the period click, start your jam clock to

time the 60 seconds and move to the Pivot Line. While on the line, alternate

between making a T with your hands to indicate a Team Timeout (see picture

above) and pointing to the bench of the team that called the timeout. When ten

seconds remain, call out “Ten seconds remaining of [color] Team Timeout!” Once

the time is up, give a rolling whistle and return to the inside of the track to start

the usual 30 second countdown. If both teams are in position to start the Head

Referee may signal for you to do a 5 second count down instead.

Official Reviews are also called by team captains or Designated Alternates. They

are used when a team wants to review or dispute a call made by a Referee. Note

that Official Reviews usually start with one team making a T-sign for a Team

Timeout, so keep an eye on proceedings. If the captains are approaching the Head
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Referee to discuss things, you can assume that what is actually happening is an

Official Review. As Jam Timer you treat this as an Official Timeout, standing on the

Pivot Line signaling an Official Timeout. You can alternate between touching your

shoulders to indicate an Official Timeout and pointing to the team bench which

requested the review. Official Reviews can go on for several minutes and are not

timed – play will proceed when the Head Referee signals for it to do so.

The bout clock sheet: The bout clock sheets allow you to keep track of how long

each jam goes and how many laps the pack makes. Enter the jam number in the

left hand column. During each jam, keep count of the number of laps the pack

makes. The pack has completed a lap when the last Blocker passes the Pivot Line.

At the end of each jam, quickly note what time the jam was called and then start

the 30 second countdown. Enter the jam time in the appropriate column. If the

jam was ended due to an injury, put INJ in the event column for the jam and enter

the number of the player who was injured. If a team requests a timeout or Official

Review, put T or R (respectively) in the event column and put the name of the

team which made the request in the appropriate column. If an Official Timeout is

called enter OFF in the event column. The two rightmost columns are used for

calculations when entering data after the bout, and are of no importance during

the bout. This sheet is not essential to the game but provides extra

information/statistics about the game.

The end of the game:

If, at the end of a jam, there is less than 30 seconds left on the period clock there

will not be another jam in the period (as the period clock would run out before

the normal 30 seconds between jams has elapsed). There are two exceptions to

this. If the score is even at the end of the game, an overtime jam will be played

(see Section 1.6 in the rules, Appendix III). A more common exception is when a

Team Timeout or Official Review is called with less than 30 (but more than 0)

seconds to go on the period clock. As the (potentially) final jam is called off you

should check to see if either team is calling for a Timeout or Official Review. If

they do, you should ensure that they still have a Timeout or Review left to call

before blowing the Timeout signal (four short whistles). Once the Timeout or

Official Review is over, a new jam will take place – do as you would after any

Timeout or Official Review.
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